There is a second central argument in favor of the deployment of killer robots. Substituting machines for humans in international conflict, we are told, not only will save lives by wielding the best big stick, but robots will also outperform human soldiers ethically. 5 Robots are not vulnerable to the perils that plague humans on the battlefield: exhaustion, elevated emotions, or the need to seek retribution for the death of a comrade. Advanced sensory capabilities also permit robots to cut through the fog of war -reducing confusion, friendly fire, and other erroneous responses. By virtue of their carefully programmed slave-morality, these sophisticated machines will be better able than humans to comport with international standards and the ethical rules of just war. With Asimovian aspiration, killer robots would be programmed, as Dr. Susan Calvin put it, to be "essentially decent"
6 -in a way that humans killers never could be. This, we are told, will reinforce and enhance international humanitarianism and reduce injustice in armed conflict.
Yet, Dr. Calvin's contention that robots are "worlds different" 7 than humans discounts not only the role that humans will inevitably have in programming and controlling them, but also the possibility that such robots, as Langdon Winner astutely warns, may have politics of their own.
8 By allowing these robots to exist, we ask, are we also allowing them to determine their own course? Are we allowing them to fundamentally transform the battlefield?
It is important to recognize that both of the central arguments in favor of killer robots are founded on a perception of their "inevitability." The first argument presumes that the development of killer robots is inevitable. 9 The second argument presumes that robot superiority is inevitable.
10
Although it may seem inevitable that we should want to send robots rather than people into the line of fire, it is also true that allowing robots to make decisions about who shall live and who shall die (even if robots are functionally superior to humans) crosses a fundamental moral line. The deployment of killer robots would entail that we delegate crucial moral decisions of life and death away from robust human decision-makers in favor of relatively limited software algorithms. It would also make the decision to use lethal force easier, generating more rather than less armed conflict.
In this chapter, we investigate killer robots and their implications for international humanitarian law. In Section 1, we survey the current state of the art in military robotics, recognizing that although today's semiautonomous technologies require a "human in the loop," it may not be long before human participation ceases to be a technological or military imperative. Section 2 considers the case for lethal autonomous robots and the technological project of programming ethical compliance with international humanitarian norms. To better understand the complexity of such demands, we offer in Section 3 a careful overview of the key considerations of international humanitarian law. In Section 4, we investigate the philosophical underpinnings of its purported approach -technological neutrality -and some of the problems inherent in that approach. In addition to its superficial and fictitious treatment of the technologies in question, we suggest that this approach permits a deterministic mode of thinking that expands the scope of that which is perceived of as "necessary" as a result of the adoption of the technology in question. In Section 5, we examine the implications of this in the international humanitarian law context, arguing that the "normative pull" of some emerging military technologies reshapes the rules regarding their permissible use. Consequently, we argue, even if killer robots can be said to comport with international humanitarian law, they will operate as a force multiplier of military necessity, thus skewing the proportionality metric and amplifying new forms of destructive, lethal force. We conclude in Section 6 by calling into question the appropriateness of international humanitarian law as the primary or exclusive means of regulating lethal autonomous military robots.
ROBOTIC WARFARE
It took less than a decade for robotic warfare to move from video game consoles 11 to the military theatre in the Middle East. Robotic weapons can be broadly classified into three categories: (1) remote-controlled weapons (e.g., 11 RoboWar is a freeware web-based game in which aspiring programmers design their own robot in the RoboWar-specific stack-oriented programming unmanned aerial vehicles that require a human operator's confirmation before the weapon's launch sequence can be engaged); 12 (2) semi-autonomous robots (e.g., robot sentries that can accept sensory inputs and execute a specific action from a catalogue of set responses); 13 and (3) lethal autonomous robots (e.g., the yet-unrealized logical extension and oft-stated end goal of the current technology -machine systems capable of making tactical decisions and performing military operations independent of human input). 14 Many of our most powerful weapon systems are already imbued with some degree of "autonomy" and, once initiated, are able to carry out operations independent of human control or oversight. For example, torpedoes 15 and cruise missiles 16 -precursors to today's Predator drones 17 have long been able to determine (within a range of options) the optimal speed and trajectory required to engage a target without human presence and, sometimes, without human intervention. 18 A dramatic improvement over the fledgling application of air power in World War I, one example language: RoboTalk. See RoboWar, SourceForge, http://robowar.sourceforge. net/RoboWar5/index.html (last visited Apr. 17, 2014) . Semi-autonomous robots have not departed completely from the standard of "human in the loop," but delegate increasing amounts of decision-making authority to the robot. Id at 105.
14 See Ronald C. Arkin, Governing Lethal Behavior: Embedding Ethics in a Hybrid Deliberative/Reactive Robot Architecture. Technical Report GIT-GVU-07-11 4 (Atlanta: Georgia Institute of Technology, 2007) . 15 Torpedoes were one of the first technologies to self-select their targets, to some degree. U.S. mathematician John Von Neumann and a team of engineers designed a torpedo that received feedback from its environment -much like a household thermostat -to hone in on its destination. See Anthony D'Amato, International Law as an Autopoietic System, Developments of International Law in Treaty Making 10 (Rudiger Wolfrum and Volker Roben eds., 2005). 16 Cruise missiles employ GPS technology to guide the missile to its target. The discovery of GPS was exalted more for its potential impact on weaponsguidance than for any other application. 20 Their success at avoiding so-called collateral damage, particularly through preventing civilian casualties in targeted attacks in urban areas, was highly publicized. 21 By the time of the Gulf War, the circular error of probability of bombs dropped was a mere 10 feet, a dramatic improvement over the 3,300 feet expected during World War I. "the Predator's big brother."
27 It flies autonomously as opposed to being remotely piloted: an operator tells the UAV to take off; it then carries out its pre-programmed mission by acquiring directions in real time from its onboard GPS and operates independently until it returns and the pilot "hit[s] the land button."
28
Land application of robotic weapons is more difficult and, as a result, less common. Robots have difficulty navigating uneven terrain. Nonetheless, the U.S. Army's Future Combat Systems project, currently in development, is aimed at creating a system for rapid deployment that would replace the current main battle tank with unmanned technology.
29 Early entrants to the realm of robotic land weapons include PackBot, a flagship product of the U.S. robot company iRobot. 30 First used in rescue efforts on September 11, 2001, to adeptly navigate Ground Zero, PackBot was later deployed to Afghanistan to act as a scout in treacherous cave systems. 31 In its latest deployment, a human makes the decision to fire the 5-millimeter light machine gun, but there is also an "automatic" mode where the robot can make its own decision.
32 South Korea aims to use this robot to shoot any human attempting to cross the demilitarized zone. Both technological and military standards regarding such weapons are currently premised on a "human in the loop" -for now, human beings remain the gatekeepers of military decision-making. 38 However, if the aforementioned trajectory continues in a consistent fashion, it may not be long before human participation ceases to be a technological or military imperative. More than 40 countries are in the process of developing autonomous weapons. 39 Many of the systems under development will go far beyond "a 'fire and forget' system capable of determining its trajectory or pursuing its target to some limited extent." 40 We stand on the precipice of a military era that could ask us to decide whether we should delegate to machine systems the programming of missions, final targeting instructions -and even decisions about whether to pull the trigger or push the button.
THE CASE FOR LETHAL AUTONOMOUS ROBOTS
A key advantage of adopting lethal autonomous robots is that they could be programmed to circumvent common human frailties. 45 Among other things, this could reduce the need for frontline human soldiers. As Peter Singer notes (tongue in cheek) about the "death" of a PackBot -a key member of most U.S. sentry teams operating in Iraq -when a robot dies, you do not need to write a letter to its mother. 46 Will wars that involve more robots and fewer humans better conform to the ideals that undergird the international legal framework for just war? Or, will increasing automation and robotization of warfare be used, unjustifiably, to redefine what counts as "humane" according to international humanitarian standards?
THE NORMS OF INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW
The history of humanitarian law is inextricably tied to the development of new technology: as war technologies become increasingly advanced and capable of greater destruction, laws are put in place to limit that destruction. 47 These laws have been conceived in two distinct streams: (1) laws of general application that apply to all instances of warfare such that the imperative of humanity modulates how war is waged; and (2) specific international agreements that prohibit or limit the use of particular weapons, e.g., chemical and biological weapons.
One of first international efforts to proclaim standards for a humanitarian approach on the battlefield was the St. Petersburg Declaration of 1868. 48 The effort was convened to respond to a specific technological problem -the invention of bullets that would explode only on contact with a soft surface, such as the human body. 49 This marked the continued development of regulations against specific technologies.
In the immediate aftermath of World War II, global powers convened to establish new rules that would promote humanitarian principles on the battlefield. A need was identified to modify humanitarian law to deal with the exponential advancements in weapons technology. 57 The four Geneva Conventions of 1949, 58 direct descendants of the 1907 Hague Conventions, codified standards for humanitarian law. The treaties, which clarified states' responsibilities on the battlefield, were -at least in part -a response to the ever-advancing technology that was transforming the nature of war. 59 World War II introduced weapons of unprecedented lethality. The Geneva Conventions set out rules of general application to guide subsequent conflicts with humanitarian principles.
Yet, it was not only the weapons used to wage war that were transformed following World War II -the entire conflict paradigm shifted away from formal declarations of war. Accordingly, a contextual approach was required to better define when a situation could be viewed as an armed conflict. The subsequent 1977 Additional Protocols I and II to the Geneva Conventions, 60 which arose from an interest in protecting civilians, prescribed the responsibilities of parties to armed conflict within the international humanitarian law framework. Protocol I delineated expected behavior in international armed conflict, and Protocol II defined how to appropriately use force in non-international armed conflict. Both protocols restrict military action by requiring uses of force to accord with humanitarian principles.
In this framework, the three principles are (1) proportionality, (2) discrimination, and (3) military necessity, which guide all tactical decisions. Adherence to these principles is designed to both minimize destruction during wartime and facilitate the peace-building process after a ceasefire is reached: the hope is that reconciliation is easier without malicious or indiscriminate attacks during the conflict. The critical legal question is the same irrespective of weapon used: does the specific use comply with international humanitarian law? 
Proportionality
Proportionality requires that any collateral injury to civilians and private property during a military operation must be balanced against the military advantage to be gained by carrying out that operation.
62 Quantifying a proportionate response requires balancing the repercussions of the action against the continuing threat that inspires the action. 63 The damage caused through the use of force in a military operation must, therefore, be proportionate to the strategic importance of using that force. Minor collateral damage can prevent an attack of minor consequence, while considerable collateral damage is permissible in situations when significant military advantage may be achieved. Attacks that cause damage exceeding the "concrete and direct military advantage anticipated" 64 from that use of force are disproportionate.
Discrimination
Discrimination requires an ability to distinguish between combatants and noncombatants during the course of a military operation. Civilians must not be directly targeted by a military operation. 65 Yet, the principle of discrimination is complicated by the fact that civilians lose protection under this framework if they directly participate in hostilities. 67 Targeting combatants that are directly participating in hostilities has become an increasingly difficult task as the nature of warfare has transformed to involve nonstate actors as opposed to official forces. 
Military Necessity
Military necessity, as its name suggests, requires that an attack must be militarily necessary, i.e., the state must only defend itself or seek to guarantee its future security in executing the military operation -nothing more. 69 The principle is generally recognized to permit:
only that degree and kind of force, not otherwise prohibited by the law of armed conflict, that is required in order to achieve the legitimate purpose of the conflict, namely the complete or partial submission of the enemy at the earliest possible moment with the minimum expenditure of life and resources.
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There are associated responsibilities to produce intelligence on the effects of the weapons used, the number of civilians that could be affected, and whether those civilians could take cover before an attack. 71 Attacks must have a concrete military objective; it is not permitted to simply spread terror among the civilian population. 
Humanity
The three integral principles of international humanitarian law are bolstered and informed by the complementary principle of humanity, which 66 Protocol I, supra note 60 art 51(4). See also Dinstein supra note 63 at 119.
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Protocol I, supra note 60 art 51(3). In addition, the principle of responsible command requires that an organization have a command structure capable of being aware of their obligations under the Protocol and of respecting humanitarian law.
84
Legal advisors must be available in armed conflict to advise on the applicable legal requirements. 85 These conditions demonstrate how humanity concerns are a cornerstone of operations conducted in accordance with humanitarian law.
Autonomous Weapons?
Let us imagine a new form of Predator drone that can operate independent of human interaction and is programmed to comply with humanitarian law. Without the participation of a military pilot with "eyes on target," would the autonomous drone be able to distinguish between a combatant and a civilian? What about a civilian carrying a gun for self-defense, who has never participated in the hostilities? If circumstances changed dramatically, could a robot reassess the situation and compose a proportional response? How would the robot infrastructure respond to a situation where what was computed to be militarily necessary in the situation was simultaneously disproportionate? Or indiscriminately targeted civilians? Would its computational commitment to the laws of war produce legal results? Or, would the robot subvert these principles to deliver a more efficient result? These are some of the questions that need to be answered if lethal autonomous weapons are to be permitted. But they are not the only questions.
TECHNOLOGICAL NEUTRALITY
As the above questions imply, the focal point in literature to date involves speculation about whether the next generation of military robots can, in fact, comport with the laws of war. Given the transformative impact of the behavior of states on international law, we contend that it is even more 82 Id. art 57(2)(b). 83 Id. art 57(2)(c). 84 Id. art 87. 85 Id. art 82. We are therefore less interested in how robots will adhere to the law as it currently stands than with how their participation in war might change international humanitarian law altogether. To better comprehend this possibility, we begin with a suggestion. International humanitarian law can be understood as adopting a particular strategic framework for the regulation of emerging military technologies. This approach is known in other disciplines as the doctrine of technological neutrality. 86 Rather than implementing sector-specific rules or laws that are tailored to the functionality or capabilities of particular technologies, international humanitarian law rests on a set of foundational principles 87 that are said to be "neutral" with respect to any given technology. In this approach, military technologies are not regulated categorically or by class but through a determination of whether a particular implementation or use conflicts with the underlying principles of international humanitarian law. 88 Consequently, a military technology will only be limited or restricted if the manner in which it must be used or the results that it achieves is in conflict with international humanitarian principles.
The underlying approach has been successfully adopted in the regulation of other technologies. In the context of electronic commerce, technological neutrality: refers to statutory tests or guidelines that do not depend upon a specific development or state of technology, but rather are based on core principles that can be adapted to changing technologies. Since technological change is constant, standards created with specific technologies in mind are likely to become outdated as the technology changes. Technological neutrality is a commitment to the idea that laws should be framed generally, as opposed to being designed for a specific technology. See Andrew Feenberg, Critical Theory of Technology 5 (1991), http://www.sfu. ca/~andrewf/books/critical_theory_of_technology.pdf.
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For example, the principles of distinction, proportionality, military necessity, humanity, etc.
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Conventions that prohibit or limit the use of specific weapons remain the exception: in most situations, there is insufficient political will for such agreements, even in the most self-evident cases, e.g. nuclear weapons. Conversations about outlawing weapons are inevitably tied to fears that those weapons will be used against you once you agree to get rid of your own. Consequently, the standards adopted are deemed to be technologyneutral. The same standards can then be applied across a range of technologies. From a regulatory perspective, employing generic regulations is efficient, a way of avoiding modifications to the entire policy when the passage of time inevitably delivers new technologies. 90 In an effort to avoid re-inventing the legislative wheel for every emerging technology, the doctrine of technological neutrality tells us that we ought to guide our laws not by the technological state of the art but on the basis of sound legal judgments about the underlying functions that technologies aim toward. While policy-makers in electronic commerce law have enjoyed success in relying on this doctrine to date, 91 it is instructive to consider why technological neutrality might not be well suited for some emerging technologies.
Consider an example from the field of data protection (which also currently relies on technological neutrality as a guiding principle). Rather than making a separate privacy law for video rental records, another for surveillance cameras, yet another for facial recognition systems, and still another for social network sites, etc., the approach to data protection internationally has been to develop a core set of functional principles that are meant to adapt to various technologies that are likely to emerge over time. Consequently, most domestic privacy laws are derivative of a set of eight such principles, first articulated by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development in the 1980s. 92 Focusing on fair information practices like collection limitation, purpose specification, use limitation, and the like, the privacy law's technology-neutral approach has been quite remarkable in its ability to regulate data collection, use, and disclosure across an array of technologies not previously anticipated when the data protection principles were themselves first enunciated.
Despite 93 -disrupts the general data protection requirement of "knowledge and consent" in the collection, use, or disclosure of personal information. The practical impossibility of obtaining meaningful consent for every ubicomp transaction may result in the need for sector-specific regulatory approaches once society fully embraces the model of pervasive computing. As we suggest below, a similar need may arise in international humanitarian law. Put colloquially, some technologies change the game.
The Normative Pull of New Military Technologies
The introduction of a new military technology can reshape norms within military culture. Consider, for example, shifting standards in submarine warfare. 94 Humanitarian ideals have long informed the norms of naval warfare between surface vessels. Conflicts on the high seas were accompanied by standard responsibilities that aimed to preserve humanity in any altercations. 95 For example, military vessels were prohibited from attacking merchant ships and were instead required to capture and escort 93 Ubiquitous computing, known colloquially among technophiles as "ubicomp," refers to a future where digital devices are integrated so seamlessly into our daily existence that no one notices their presence. , 2008) . However, this example originates in Walzer's seminal work on just war. As a corollary to the "sink on sight" unlimited submarine warfare practices employed by German forces during World War II, German submarines stopped following the duty set out in the 1936 London Protocol to provide for the safety of the survivors of a sunken ship. This was justified under the auspices of military necessity: submarines are exposed to great danger if they have to surface and fulfill the obligations of surface vessels. The argument was made that the only alternative was to not use submarines at all or to use them ineffectively, which would have given control of the sea to the British navy, see Michael Walzer, Just and Unjust Wars 147 (1977) . merchants to port. Likewise, after a naval battle, the successful vessels were required to rescue survivors by bringing them aboard. 96 The 1930 London Naval Treaty and its 1936 successor codified the law in this area.
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The historical example of the submarine illustrates the vulnerability of technological neutrality: as norms evolve and nations point to state practice to justify actions that stray away from -or are even in direct contravention of -international agreements, such conventions run the risk of becoming "blue law."
98 Customary international law may purport to fill this vacuum; yet, since international law depends on the development of norms based on the behavior of sovereign nation states, law can be transformed by a collective omission or new practice. And this can be achieved through the introduction of a new technology that "forces" new practices.
The 1936 London Naval Protocol reaffirmed that submarines had the same duties as surface vessels. 99 Consequently, submarines had a responsibility to comport with the longstanding obligations imposed on ships.
100
Attempting to follow these rules was not only impractical for submarines but also had the effect of imposing near impossible responsibilities. Lacking comparable crews to surface vessels, accompanying a merchant ship to port was not something submarines could feasibly do. Moreover, during World War II, German submarines were relegated to great depths for both their own safety and strategy since the Allied Forces controlled the surface. 101 Even if a submarine were to surface after a battle, the space constraints in a small cabin scarcely large enough for the existing crew and machinery meant that taking on two or three more people was out of the question.
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The most fundamental incompatibility between submarine operation and the constraints imposed on surface vessels went to the core of naval strategy: submarines were intended for stealth. They were used in situations where stealth was paramount. Surfacing would negate the defined military objective for which they were deployed. would comport with the Second London Naval Treaty disappeared. Accordingly, the treaty fell into disuse. New norms around the behavior of submarines emerged that were based on the way submarines were already being used in warfare. These norms were predicated -at least in part -on the way the technology had been designed. Jane Gilliland cautions, "The law of armed conflict for submarines subrogates military necessity to humanitarian goals, and in so doing threatens the achievement of the humanitarian goals it seeks to protect." 103 The submarine example, which transpired in a world not yet constrained by international humanitarian law, showcases how the advent of new technology may sculpt international norms as what is easily practicable with the technology employed becomes the new widespread practice. Since international law is formed, to some degree, on the basis of state practice, this is troubling. The codifications that later occurred took into account the practices that had already unfolded on the battlefield. Failing to account for technological change thereby weakens the staying power of the codification of international law.
Of course, one could imagine a different and more humane historical outcome for the submarine. The fact that submarine vessels cannot easily rescue overboard combatants (who likely came to be that way because of a torpedo fired at them by the submarine) might just as easily be understood as a reason against their deployment rather than a reason in favor of excusing submarines from otherwise enforceable humanitarian obligations. In part, what history tells us is that the case in favor of military necessity is a strong one and that the technologies said to be necessary in carrying out important military objectives are not easily interfered with.
Technology: Intertwined with Ideology?
The doctrine of technological neutrality's basic assumption that we can, for particular legal purposes, treat all (or even most) technologies the same is further problematized when it is reduced to the more general proposition that technologies are themselves neutral. This form of technological neutrality treats technological tools as value-free, empty vessels, ready to fit the uses of their users.
104 "Guns don't kill people," goes the aphorism. "People kill people."
Although not frequently consulted in the literature on military technology and international humanitarian law, the field of science and Most people would ask -could something as straightforward as a mechanical tomato combine really have an ideology built into its very form?
The mechanical tomato combine cuts the plant from the ground, shakes the fruits loose, and -in newer models -sorts the fruits by size. In order to accommodate the shaking, scientists have bred new varieties of hardier, sturdier, and less tasty tomatoes. The machine replaced the handpicking system wherein human harvesters went through the fields multiple times to pick ripe tomatoes, leaving unripe fruits for later harvest. The machines reduce the cost of tomatoes by $5-7 per pound. The cost of these machines (~$50,000) means that only highly concentrated forms of tomato farming can afford this type of harvesting. Consequently, with the advent of the combine, the number of tomato farmers dropped from ~4,000 in the early 1960s to ~600 in 1973. An estimated 32,000 jobs were lost as a direct result of mechanization.
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Neil Postman, The End of Education: Redefining the Value of School 192-3 (1996 Winner contends that the broad adoption of the mechanical tomato harvester ultimately shifted the norms of tomato farming in California and, indeed, the nature of the tomato itself. His observations offer insight that can be applied to our considerations about the future adoption of lethal autonomous robots, and implications for the norms of international humanitarian law and the nature of war itself. But, before delving into that, let us first take a careful look at Winner's analysis by imagining a corollary set of norms that would seek to regulate farming by similar means.
We can imagine an environmental farming law that employs principles similar in nature to international humanitarian law. Eco-just farming might entail that those engaged in farming must likewise adhere, mutatis mutandis, to principles of: "proportionality," "distinction," and (let's call it) "agricultural necessity." Proportionality, in this context, requires that any ecological harm caused by an agricultural operation must be balanced against the anticipated agricultural advantage gained by carrying out that operation. The principle of distinction, in this context, means that acts of farming should be directed only to agricultural products and not non-agricultural vegetation subsisting in its natural environment. The agricultural necessity principle, in this context, means that an agricultural intervention must be intended to help achieve an agricultural objective, and the resulting ecological harm must be proportional and not excessive in relation to the concrete and direct agricultural advantage achieved through the intervention.
We can imagine entrenching these norms as a means of safeguarding the environment against the potential evils of modern agriculture. And yet it is not difficult to see that the outcomes described by Winner would be reproduced. If we can assume that the means by which the harvester is employed does not implicate other non-agricultural vegetation in its natural environment, the adoption and use of the mechanical tomato harvester would easily be justified in terms of its agricultural necessity and said proportionality.
The necessity requirement would be achieved simply by ensuring that whatever is deemed an agricultural necessity is characterized as sufficiently important to trump any resultant harms. In this case, the agricultural need to feed many people in and outside of California is met through the enormous increase in yield, the significant reduction in cost, and the incredible overall efficiency in production. Meeting agriculture objectives in this way would be understood as a social benefit that eclipses any sacrifices to the marginal practice of rural agricultural culture. Applying the Doctrine of Double Effect, since the foreseeable harm to rural agricultural practice was inextricably intertwined with the agricultural objectives of increased productivity, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness in the harvesting process, and since the introduction of the mechanical tomato harvester was primarily intended to achieve these overall goods, its adoption will be justified. The proportionality calculus would generate a similar outcome. Recall that proportionality requires that an agricultural intervention seeking to fulfill an agricultural objective must not be undertaken if the ecological harm is known to outweigh the anticipated agricultural advantage. As is often the case, the harms cannot be measured until the technology is in place. Of course, once it is in place, we are no longer talking about some neutral cost-benefit analysis. The very adoption of this cumbersome and expensive machine system, the layoff of crew upon crew of farm workers, the reconfiguration of farmland, and so on, are themselves an assertion of a political preference for one set of values (productivity, efficiency, cost-effectiveness) over another (homegrown, authentic, domestic) . The introduction of the mechanical tomato harvester is an assertion of one way of life and the negation of another. Through a sleepy haze, we almost need to remind ourselves: what was the original agricultural objective in introducing the mechanical tomato harvester?
Upon wakeful reflection, the objective was to better harvest tomatoes, which, it turns out, is a completely different goal than to harvest better tomatoes. Recall that the only shortcoming of this otherwise incredible agricultural device was that it could not handle soft, juicy (delicious) tomatoes. As Winner described it, the introduction of this technology necessitated plant breeders to come up with "new varieties of tomatoes that are hardier, sturdier, and less tasty than those previously grown."
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Asleep at the switch, we practically forget that by permitting this technology, we also permit it to determine its own use.
Perhaps it is because of this propensity toward technological somnambulism that, during and after a carefully crafted proportionality analysis, we tend to be dozy in recognizing that the entire balancing act was essentially dictated by the characterization of the objectives and the perceived "necessities" of the situation. "We need a new form of tomato," the engineer later tells us. Of course, this was not originally an agricultural necessity. But it became perceived as such just as soon as the social investment in mechanical tomato harvesters was made. Technology can shape our perceived needs. So much the worse for tasty tomatoes.
It is in this sense that technology is not neutral and can be used (if we let it) to reshape social norms. As Winner was so clear to point out, this 108 Id. at 22. At the same time, technology can also induce a related form of dogmatic slumber that permits another crucial fallacy to occur -an illogical inversion of Kant's famous insight that "ought implies can."
110 Through a strange form of grammatical alchemy we mistakenly come to believe that because the technology makes something possible, it also makes it necessary. Our perceived needs are thereby (re)shaped by our sense of what is possible. This propensity is crucial to remember in the application of balancing provisions. How technology shapes our perceptions will have a significant impact on our understanding of what is proportional and the means by which we apply principles like agricultural necessity.
Drawing upon Winner's example, outcomes in the military context will further assist in demonstrating the limits of technological neutrality. In the next section, we examine the interaction between lethal autonomous robots and the norms of international humanitarian law. First, we briefly investigate the possibility of robots comporting with humanitarian law. Second, we consider the normative pull of military technologies, arguing that the mere introduction of some military technologies can actually alter prior norms and practices. Finally, we attempt to show how shifting battle norms might occur through the introduction of lethal autonomous robots. We argue that robotic technologies act as a force multiplier in the 
LETHAL AUTONOMOUS ROBOTS AND INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW

Comporting with International Humanitarian Law
Many proponents believe that lethal autonomous robots will one day reach the level of sophistication necessary to comport with international humanitarian law. The threshold question for the deployment of such a machine is whether it would be capable of selecting appropriately specific targets to achieve the standard required by the discrimination principle. In light of its autonomous operation, discrimination is an important primary consideration since it is a binary standard. A weapon that cannot distinguish between combatants and noncombatants is indiscriminate -and therefore prima facie illegal -as it is fundamentally incompatible with the laws of war. 111 One strategic response to an inability to meet the discrimination norm is to limit the use of robots to targeting weapons rather than people.
112 However, even with this strategy, adverse results are foreseeable. How might a machine system differentiate between a friendly peace officer carrying a service weapon and a guerilla warrior with a similar gun? Demarcating the distinction between civilians and combatants is further complicated in context-dependent situations, such as a combatant wishing to surrender or an enumerated military target no longer posing sufficient threat to constitute a legitimate target.
Even if this threshold question were to be adequately addressed, others remain. Ugo Pagallo identifies five factors that would need to be identified before a robot could legally engage a target. These factors, each deriving from a precept of international humanitarian law, are enumerated as follows:
(1) responsibility of humans who grant use of autonomous lethal force; (2) military necessity in fixing criteria for the target; (3) discrimination of the target identified as a legitimate combatant; 111 Protocol I, supra note 60 art 51(4)(c); see also Marchant, supra note 44. via University of Ottawa (4) principle of double intention so as to define tactics for engagement, approach and stand-off distance; and (5) proportionality in selecting weapon firing patterns.
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A mere glimpse at the overview of international humanitarian law set out above in Section 3 reveals that the intellectual and sensory processes required to engage and operationalize each of these factors are multifaceted and richly layered. The balancing functions required by these complex norms are difficult to reconcile with the Boolean logic and other current argument schemes that robots employ in order to render decisions. How would a robot properly assess the importance of a military target? In an international humanitarian law framework prescribing the assessment of proportionality as the intervening quality between principles of military necessity and humanity, the bar is set quite high, requiring the artificial intellect to assign three separate values and then correlate between three highly subjective variables. As Lin, Bekey, and Abney astutely identify, this framework is considerably more complex than the simplistic hierarchy of Asimov's laws. 114 And, as the frequent subversion of the robotic laws in Asimov's short stories reveals, the resolution of perceived conflicts between the norms within the framework can produce significant unanticipated results. Proportionality and military necessity are even more sophisticated, context-dependent concepts. Moreover, this does not account for challenges such as the emergent behaviors described by Ray Kurzweil: machine learning can generate unanticipated results.
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Kenneth Anderson describes the problem robots would encounter when assessing proportionality for jus in bello as a comparison of apples and oranges -an exercise in weighing incommensurate factors. 116 A decision heuristic based on simple inference would be inadequate for making complicated battlefield decisions; instead, robots would need to learn by doing and develop appropriate skills through practice. Lin, Bekey, and Abney supra note 12 at 76. Asimov robot laws first appear in his short story "Runaround," part of his seminal anthology i, robot, supra note 6.
Emergent behavior refers to the complexity that results when intelligence becomes self-organizing. Futurist Ray Kurzweil anticipates the same phenomenon will result when computers exceed human intelligence. Ray Kurzweil, The Age of Spiritual Machines (1999). Even if roboticists are able to overcome many of the above challenges, programming robots to simply accord with international humanitarian principles may prove insufficient. Many nations that engage in warfare see these precepts as a minimum threshold; however, moral behavior is usually thought to significantly surpass minimum standards. After all, mere adherence to the letter of international legal conventions has the potential for catastrophic results. A rote application of bare minimum principles could justify significant loss of human life as collateral damage, while a more carefully crafted operation (or choosing not to undertake operations in light of the risks) could avoid that loss of life altogether.
Some proponents of lethal autonomous robots remain deeply convinced that it would be possible to design ethical programming that would not merely conform to, but ultimately surpass, the normative requirements of international humanitarian law. Arkin, for example, contends that casebased reasoning, already employed in other intelligent robotic systems, could prove useful in this regard. 118 He believes that such military applications would eclipse the performance of soldiers on the battlefield: "I am convinced that they can perform more ethically than human soldiers are capable of."
119 The fact that robots might sometimes fall short of the standard of the laws of war does not mean that they are worse than humans. Humans also fall short of this standard with what Arkin characterizes as "depressing regularity." 120 Using comprehensive system mapping and logical expressions, he describes the proposed functionality of lethal autonomous robots, including "architectural design options," that would inject moral reasoning capability into robots.
121
It remains unclear how realistic the technological project of programming ethical compliance is in such a complex area of law. However, in our view, there are additional matters to consider.
Lethal Autonomous Robots as a Force Multiplier of Military Necessity
Both the submarine and the mechanical tomato harvester were gamechangers in terms of what was subsequently seen as necessary and proportional in naval battle and tomato agriculture. The basic mechanism in each case remains the same: when a disruptive technology changes the nature 118 Arkin, "Governing," supra note 14 at 12.
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Id. at 7.
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Arkin, "Ethical," supra note 41 at 1.
121
Id. at 61. The power to induce a shift in norms in this way has led many academics to register concern about technology's influence over international law. Colin Picker expresses his worry as follows:
Perhaps most problematic is the [fact] that technology is a determinate force that acts as an invisible hand creating, shaping and destroying international law. Failure to handle such a powerful force will result in policy makers essentially abdicating the international regime to technology.
123
With many references peppered throughout his chapter to "the invisible hand of technology,"
124 Picker seems to be suggesting that the appropriate underlying philosophical worldview for international law is technological determinism -the idea that technology determines social outcomes.
125
Picker later explicitly denies this, claiming:
I am not arguing, however, in favor of technological determinism. Technological determinism implies a stronger and more comprehensive relationship between technology and international law than I would assert exists. Policy makers can ignore technology, but at a tremendous cost.
126
Our position is somewhat different. To us, it is not as though the invisible hand of technology magically removes all other social outcomes or 122 Better prediction technology makes possible an argument that preemption is necessary. For instance, the much maligned "Bush doctrine" justifies pre-emptive self-defense in the context of the "War on Terror" through advanced technological prediction capability that better informs government agencies about the threat of a terrorist attack. A more revealing notion, in my view, is that of technological somnambulism. For the interesting puzzle in our times is that we so willingly sleepwalk through the process of reconstituting the conditions of human existence.
127
It is not that technology actually compels us to adopt certain norms (or that it actually puts us into a sleep-like trance). Rather, our social uses of technology can reconstitute our preconceptions so that we will not easily experience other existing possibilities.
128 "Of course we need new breeds of [tasteless] tomatoes -how else would we efficiently harvest them?" "Of course we cannot require submarine pilots to save overboard enemy combatants [whose boats they have blown apart] -how otherwise would they effectively carry out their missions?"
It is perhaps trite to say that international law was intentionally constructed to provide an extremely flexible framework. 129 Picker's more interesting claim is that a primary reason for doing so is to accommodate the protean nature of technology. Like the more recent technologyneutral frameworks used in electronic commerce and data protection law (both of which are derived domestically from international models), the core design of international humanitarian law is consistent with promoting, rather than restricting, innovation. While the technology in question is itself conceived of as neutral, the framework said to regulate it is not: it is designed to encourage and accommodate the overall use of technology.
When value-neutral approaches are applied to deeply value-laden technologies, the results can be disingenuous. Recall that the four Geneva Conventions underlying international humanitarian law were concluded in 1949. Animating this process was not only the aftermath of World War II, but the specter of weaponization in the newly arrived nuclear age. The process was concluded on August 12, 1949, less than a month after the 127 Winner, "Forms of Life," supra note 109 at 107. USSR test detonated its first nuclear weapon. 130 Yet, efforts to categorically prohibit such weapons of mass destruction were met with resistance. Unlike previous consensus over combat gases and biological weapons, the international community was unable to establish the political will to prohibit the development of nuclear arsenals.
131
It was not surprising -in the golden age of technological neutrality -to see that very approach adopted by the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in its Advisory Opinion on the Legality of Nuclear Weapons.
132 Unsatisfied with the international community's failure to clarify the legality of nuclear weapons, the World Health Organization had asked the ICJ to adjudge on the legality of using nuclear weapons. The ICJ was resistant to the idea that one technology could be expressly forbidden and instead clung to the precepts of international law: the weapon itself was not illegal; the acts that could be committed with that weapon were what was illegal. 133 And provided that the weapon was used in a manner that satisfied the legal test for proportionality, discrimination, and military necessity, there was no need to outlaw it outright. The Court discarded arguments put forward by states that suggested that "nuclear weapons would be illegal in any circumstances owing to their inherent and total incompatibility with the law applicable in armed conflict," 134 instead stating that:
weapon could satisfy its norms. Nuclear weapons will, in their present form, be consistently unable to discriminate between civilians and combatants. Accordingly, any use of a nuclear weapon that satisfies the criterion of distinction would be an operation calculated to annihilate an entire area. As we have seen, such an act is clearly inhumane and almost certainly disproportionate to any act it purportedly answers. 136 Moreover, and perhaps even more troubling, allowing a nuclear weapon to remain within the arsenal of possibility might permit its use to be justified prospectively under the guise of military necessity in subsequent situations. As Justice Higgins describes in the Nuclear Weapons decision, questions of numbers of casualties or inflicted suffering "must be resolved as part of the balancing equation between the necessities of war and the requirements of humanity."
137
With all of this, we see that the framework for balancing international humanitarian norms is sufficiently malleable to permit destruction and lethal force. While it is true that any military action must be constrained within the parameters of a proportional response, the overall potential for destruction is unquestionably augmented by the existence of certain destructive and lethal technologies with advanced capabilities.
As an illustration, let us imagine these norm-conflicts along a continuum. At one end of the continuum are outcomes premised solely on humane or humanitarian grounds (the principle of humanity). At the other end are outcomes that focus exclusively on carrying out destructive or lethal military objectives (the principle of military necessity). Somewhere in the middle, where these two norms are in direct conflict, the adoption of a new technology is often sought as a military solution.
138
But the introduction of such a technology is often (to use a military metaphor) a "force multiplier" 139 of military necessity. As we suggested in our Kosovo example and with the subsequent questions raised by lethal autonomous robots, the ability to capitalize on military possibilities created by such technologies raises the stakes in terms of possible military objectives and operations that were unfathomable prior to the emergence 136 Conceivably, one might argue that it would be proportionate to use a nuclear weapon in response to another nuclear attack. 137 Id., see dissenting opinion of Judge Higgins at ¶ ¶14, 20.
The case for lethal autonomous robots set out above in Section 2 provides an excellent example of this.
139
The term "force multiplier" refers to a factor that significantly enhances the effectiveness or strategic advantage of a particular force. Arkin expects lethal autonomous robots would result in force multiplication by having robots and soldiers side-by-side on the battlefield. See, Arkin in supra note 5 at 13. There is an interesting connection here between the concept of military necessity and the worldview of technological determinism that we reject. If one listens closely to the justifications often given in support of the military necessity in the use of a particular technology, there is a false strand of determinism running through it. The ICJ commits this very fallacy in contemplation of a situation wherein a state's "very survival would be at stake," anticipating that nuclear weapons may be the only recourse in "an extreme circumstance of self-defence."
140 It is this deterministic thread built into the very fabric of military necessity that makes it a force multiplier.
How might this show itself in the case of lethal autonomous robots?
In its most utopian form, robotic warfare seeks to remove humans from the battlespace, anticipating fewer people fighting and fewer casualties. Of course, in almost all conceivable situations, casualties would remain -it is only friendly casualties that are reduced by replacing one side's soldiers with robots. Failing to acknowledge this reality risks callousness in attack. Either way, the existence of lethal autonomous robots will surely be a force multiplier of military necessity in terms of the general military objective of reducing friendly casualties. "If we have expendable mechanical mercenaries that we can send into battle instead of our children, how could we not do so?"
Once we do so, the use of lethal autonomous robots will have a profound effect of lowering the threshold for entry into war: war will be (domestically) perceived of as easier both politically and logistically if there are fewer people involved. Fewer soldiers need to be recruited and fewer deaths have to be justified to win public support of the war effort. As Pagallo astutely identifies, autonomous robots have a double effect: they impact the traditional jus in bello rules for a fair fight on the battlefield while the capacity of the technology simultaneously influences a nation's political decision to go to war.
141 Again, one can view this as a force multiplier of military necessity. "If we have robots on the ground that can carry out an important military operation with few or no friendly casualties, why wouldn't we engage the enemy on this mission?"
To the extent that lethal autonomous robots will still interact with
140
Supra note 132 at ¶96.
141
Pagallo, supra note 39 at 303. human military collaborators, the force multiplier of remote-controlled warfare can also have individual psychological effects on the soldiers engaged in it, increasing sympathy for military objectives and military necessity by minimizing our empathy regarding circumstances no longer seen through the lens of humanitarian ideals. 142 Today's warriors often fight from some cubicle, operating aircraft remotely, and developing a "Playstation mentality" with regard to the waging of war.
143 YouTube footage of Predator drone attacks set to music and shared and celebrated among soldiers online further distances the acts from the actors. 144 Increasing both the physical and psychological distance between soldiers and their targets not only dampens respect for human life -it also makes it easier to follow military objectives, especially those perceived of as necessary. After all, those being killed are only ever encountered as pixels on a screen.
This asymmetric element of modern warfare is not only dangerous; it also conceptually challenges the foundations of war by skewing the balance between humanitarian ideals and military necessity. How does the very nature of conflict change if one side's soldiers are never actually in danger? It is already the case that an American soldier can serve an entire tour of duty in Afghanistan or Iraq, work 16-hour days, and still eat lunch every day at a Carl's Jr. restaurant just outside the gates of his or her Nevada Air Force base. 145 While it may be appealing to imagine being at war with an enemy without experiencing casualties, it also solicits a larger question: If one side has no people in harm's way, is it truly a war? 146 And, more to the point for present purposes, without a significant level of human investment, will that side be able to see, understand, and inculcate the humanitarian norms in tension during battle? The advent of lethal autonomous robots has the potential to greatly exacerbate these risks in a manner that could be profoundly destabilizing to the framework of armed conflict. Despite the length and complexity of this chapter, our conclusions are, in fact, quite modest. We have not speculated about the future uses of lethal autonomous robots. We have not argued in favor of or against their adoption. And we have not conjectured about whether their adoption might ever comport with the norms of international humanitarian law. Instead, our analysis has focused solely on one means by which such technologies might be regulated. In considering the current military use of semi-autonomous machines and the case in favor of employing lethal autonomous robots in the future, we have examined international humanitarian law and have drawn some conclusions regarding its potential use in preventing unjustifiable military death and destruction by lethal autonomous robots.
We have suggested that it is crucial to recognize the philosophical underpinnings and implications of international humanitarian law's purportedly technology-neutral approach. Though this framework treats each technology under consideration as though it is neutral, the framework encourages and accommodates the development and use of emerging technologies. We believe that a failure to recognize and unpack the values embedded into the design of the framework itself, let alone those embedded in the robotic technologies under consideration, can lead to a mistaken and deterministic mode of thinking that fallaciously treats unjustifiable, lethal operations as though they are a military necessity. We have offered a possible explanation for how this might occur: when a disruptive technology changes the nature of what is possible, it also expands the scope of inclusion for what can prospectively be perceived of as " necessary" in carrying out military objectives.
Whether it turns out that we are right or wrong in offering this explanation, it is our hope that this chapter and its examination of how technologies imbue (and are imbued with) values creates space for alternative conceptions of regulating the military use of lethal autonomous robots.
Although we have neither discussed nor evaluated potential alternatives, many exist. Sector-specific frameworks are possible, as are conventions limiting or restricting the use of lethal autonomous weapons. There is precedent for international agreements to emerge from nongovernmental advocacy.
147 Some have advocated for a United Nations-sponsored 
